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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

- The student will learn the different parts of the electrical machines according to different criteria : excitation types, types of 

energy conversion, etc.

- The student will learn how to design and to calculate the equivalent electric circuit of an electrical machine.

- The student will learn how to regulate the electrical machines (speed, torque, etc) in order to adapt them to any production 

process.

- The student will learn how to regulate the electrical machines in order to get savings and to increase their energy efficiency .

-
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4. OBJECTIVES

- Comprehension of the constitution of the static and rotating electrical machines and their operating principles.

- To learn the analysis techniques of electrical machines.

- To know how to maneuver and regulate the electrical machines.

- To know the different drives (electrical drives and based on power electronics) that allow the electrical machines regulation.

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS

1 SECTION I. Introduction to electrical machines

Laboratory practice.

2 SECTION II. Transformers

Laboratory practice

3 SECTION III. Power electronics systems.

Laboratory practice.

4 SECTION IV. Asynchronous machines

Laboratory practice

5 SECTION V. Synchronous machines

Laboratory practice
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7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description Type Final Eval. Reassessment

Theoretical & practical exam 1  30,00 Written exam No Yes

Theoretical & practical exam 2  30,00 Written exam No Yes

Laboratory practices exam  30,00 Written exam Yes Yes

Continuous evaluation  10,00 Others No No

 100,00 TOTAL

Observations

Overall grade calculation:

a) If student obtains grades equal to o greater gr than the minimum grades established, the overal grade will be the weighted 

average of the grades reflected in 'Evaluation Methods' (Theoretical & practical exam 1, Theoretical & practical exam 2, 

Laboratory practices exam and Continuous evaluation).

The student will pass the subject when obtains the minimum established grades and the overal grade is equal to o greater 

than 5.

b) If student does not pass the minimum grades established, the overall grade will be obtained as the minimum value between 

4.9 and the weighted average of the differente grades.

- Grades iqual to or grater than minimum grades established will be kept until the extraordinary exam.

- If the students miss more than 20 % of the laboratory lessons, they will be graded negatively in continous evaluation. These 

studentes will have to pass an aditional exam in the Laboratory.

- The laboratory practices may be carried out in the normal classroom and in the Laboratory during the  schedule established. 

Usually, the laboratory practices will last 1 hour per week, but sometimes, it will last 2 hours. The establishment of the groups 

will be  exclusive competence of the lecturer.

Observations for part-time students

Part-time students, that miss more than 20 % of the laboratory lessons, will have to pass an aditional exam in the Laboratory.
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